In this paper the oscillatory and asymptotic properties of solutions of the equation The results of the investigation of the oscillatory and asymptotic properties of functional differential equations of neutral type, besides being of independent theoretical interest, have numerous important practical applications. Some examples of real objects simulated by equations of neutral type are given in [3, 7, 8] . We shall note that in comparison with the equations with a deviating argument considerably fewer results have been obtained about equations of neutral type. For the linear case oscillatory properties of the solutions in the case of one constant delay are given in [4 -6] and for distributed delay in [2] . Oscillatory and asymptotic results on non-linear equations of neutral type have been obtained in [1, 12, 14, 15] . We note that the oscillatory and asymptotic properties of linear equations and systems of delaying type with distributed delay have been studied in detail in [11] .
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In the present paper the oscillatory and asymptotic properties of the equation
are investigated where £ = ±1, T > 0, a > 0, the function r and f are non-decreasing and f(cr) > f(0) = r(0) = 0. The results obtained in the paper generalise some of the assertions proved in [5] . (1) non-oscillating if it. is either ulimately non-negative or ultimately non-positive. Otherwise we shall call the solution x(t) oscillating. W e shall denote the set of all ultimatley non-negative solutions of equation (1) by J7 + .
Let x be a solution of equation (1) and define the sequence of functions
It is immediately verified by induction with respect to k that each function xu is a solution of equation (1) and from the equality
We distinguish the following subcases of choices of 8 and r(r) for equation (1): Equations of neutral type 257 PROOF: From equation (3) it follows that all functions x k , k = 1, 2 , . . . are regular and ultimately monotone solutions of equation (1) and, moreover, that x\ is a nonincreasing function. We shall prove that .-Cfc(oo) £ {-oo, 0, oo}, A; = 1, 2 , . . . .
If we suppose that this is not true, then substituting x k {t) into the equation and integrating, we obtain the relation
which implies that the solution x k is unbounded which contradicts our assumption.
From equation (2) it follows that if Xj(oo) = 0, then xjt(oo) = 0, k ^ 1 as well and in view of equation (3) we conclude that the functions x k , k ^ 1 are ultimately non-increasing and x k £ f2 + for k ^ 1.
If we have case (i), then from equation (2) it follows that X\ £ fi + , hence Xi(oo) = 0.
Suppose that in cases (ii) or (iii) the relation xi(oo) = -oo holds.
Then sup.r(<) = oo and for any sufficiently large number 7 £ R there exists a point / 7 > t x such that x(< 7 ) = 7 , x(t) < 7 , t £ [t x , t y ) and, moreover, we have lim <-. = 00.
7-00
Hence equation (2) implies the inequaltiy 
(t)> I x 1 {t-s)dr(s)^r{r)x 1 (t)>x 1 (t), Jo
hold. This is impossible, so ^(oo) = -00. Analogously, if we repeat the arguments considering the function -xi(t) instead of x(t), we obtain x 2 (oo) = 00, etcetera. I Let us consider case (ii) and let x G f2 + . Then supa;(£) < oo since otherwise from relation (4) passing to the limit for 7 -> 00 we would obtain limsup t _ o o x^t) = 00 which contradicts Lemma 1. Let us write limsup t _, oo x(t) = x° , and choose a sequence {<"}, lim t n = 00 such that lim x(t n ) = a; 0 . Then we obtain the inequality Then each of the inequalities
iias 110 u/timateiy positive solutions.
THEOREM 2. Suppose case (i) holds and there exists a constant <T\ G [0, a] satisfying the inequality
(if cr 1 = 0. then we put ?(er^~) = 0).
Then each regular solution of equation (1) 
Then each regular solution of equation (1) is oscillating.
Then, arguing as in the proof of inequality (6), we conclude that for each constant <j\ G [0, cr] ultimately the following inequality holds
If inequality (7) holds and we apply Lemma 2 to inequality (9), then as in Theorem 1 we arrive at a contradiction to the assumption that x G fi + . Provided that inequality (8) holds, substituting the solution x 2 into equation (1) and integrating from t to t + <y\ + TJ we obtain that ultimately the following inequality holds Replace t by t -s in inequality (11) and integrate with respect to r(s) from 5 = 0 to 5 = r ; then adding inequality (10) to the inequality obtained, we get 
